during that post-war interval when my hearing was still
at an excellent quality of full young-adult tilt.1
Special cases and instances experienced at the
hands of, or in the voices of exceptional musicians, express the certain power of the truly authentic insight
into the great principle of Classical composition in the
true Bach-Nikisch-Furtwängler intention and that of
other performers who have (manifestly) sensed the
presence of the deep principle involved; but, for most
today, the appropriately conscious insight into the essential principle is generally not “felt,” except as a
more or less friendly shadow: the qualified musician
“feels” what is required of that shadow.
1. Even relatively gifted professionals miss the essence of the matter
for the sake of “admirable trimmings.” For me, the fact that it had been
Robert Schumann who had brought that Schubert composition to light
(from the hand of Franz’s Schubert’s brother) has had a powerful effect
on those who grasped the irony of the discovery of the composition,
with a special passion concerning the good fortune of the composition’s
survival. What a masterpiece, that has been! On account of Schubert,
but also Furtwängler’s genius in bringing the true content forth.

A Vicarious Hypothesis
The principle incurred in attempted discussions of
such matters as these, lies within the scope of the conception which the great Johannes Kepler recognized
under the rubric of “vicarious hypothesis.”
The modern European insight into the quality of evidence bearing on what I have referenced as the actual
work of Bach, Nikisch, and Furtwängler (in particular)
is implicitly traceable to the successive roles of key figures of the Fifteenth Century “Golden Renaissance,”
such as Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa (although it does
arise in earlier Christian and closely related works,
where it falls under the proper category of “metaphor”). What I am about to state in this present location, is among the most contested of the real issues in
both modern science and artistic criticism. This statement does not alter the fact that the subject of that issue
is actually the notion of truth.
My reference is to “truth” as such, that in a sense
of distinctions of contrasted meanings of words, in a
sense which is congruent with the distinction of

time, does not give it the right altitude. . . .
“Further, even considering the longitude alone,
the lack of any perceptible difference in effects between the as yet unknown true hypothesis and the
false one assumed by us does not make the
The LaRouche Basement Team of science
effect identical. For there can be a small
researchers has posted an explanation (with
discrepancy which the senses do not
animated graphics) of Johannes Kepler’s
perceive. . . .
term “the vicarious hypothesis” at the sci“This mutual tempering of various
ence section of www.larouchepac.com.
influences causes one error to comTo introduce the concept, here are Kepensate for another, brings the calcupler’s own words. Writing in The New Aslation within the limits of observatronomy, his breakthrough work in which
tional precision, and makes it
the true, elliptical orbit of the planets was first
impossible to perceive the falsity of this
identified, Kepler addressed the reader, who
particular hypothesis. And so this sly JeJohannes Kepler
has been struggling as Kepler leads him down
zebel cannot gloat over the dragging of
(1571-1630)
one false track after another, replicating the
truth (a most chaste maiden) into her borscientist’s own “war” with the planet Mars:
dello. Any honest woman following this
“But, my good man, if I were concerned with results,
false predecessor would stay closely in her tracks
I could have avoided all this work, being content with
owing to the narrowness of the streets and the press
the vicarious hypothesis. Be it known, therefore, that
of the crowd, and the stupid, bleary-eyed professors
these errors are going to be our path to the truth. . . .
of the subtleties of logic, who cannot tell a candid
“[O]ur false supposition, although it does put the
appearance from a shameless one, judge her to be the
planet in the right longitudinal position at the right
liar’s maidservant.”

A ‘Sly Jezebel’:
The Vicarious Hypothesis
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